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Abstract. Images from satellite-based synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) instruments contain large amounts of informa-
tion about the position of floodwater during a river flood
event. This observational information typically covers a large
spatial area but is only relevant for a short time if water levels
are changing rapidly. Data assimilation allows us to combine
valuable SAR-derived observed information with continuous
predictions from a computational hydrodynamic model and
thus to produce a better forecast than using the model alone.
In order to use observations in this way, a suitable observa-
tion operator is required. In this paper we show that differ-
ent types of observation operators can produce very different
corrections to predicted water levels; this impacts the qual-
ity of the forecast produced. We discuss the physical mecha-
nisms by which different observation operators update mod-
elled water levels and introduce a novel observation operator
for inundation forecasting. The performance of the new op-
erator is compared in synthetic experiments with that of two
more conventional approaches. The conventional approaches
both use observations of water levels derived from SAR to
correct model predictions. Our new operator is instead de-
signed to use backscatter values from SAR instruments as
observations; such an approach has not been used before
in an ensemble Kalman filtering framework. Direct use of
backscatter observations opens up the possibility of using
more information from each SAR image and could poten-
tially speed up the time taken to produce observations needed
to update model predictions. We compare the strengths and
weaknesses of the three different approaches with reference
to the physical mechanisms with which each of the observa-
tion operators allow data assimilation to update water levels
in synthetic twin experiments in an idealised domain.
1 Introduction
During a fluvial flood it is possible to use a numerical hy-
drodynamic model to predict future water levels and flood
extents. Such predictions are subject to uncertainties and can
be inaccurate; data assimilation can therefore be used to im-
prove predictions by updating model forecasts based on var-
ious types of observations (e.g. Lai and Monnier, 2009; Mat-
gen et al., 2007; Garcia-Pintado et al., 2013, 2015; Ricci
et al., 2011; Barthélémy et al., 2016; Schumann et al., 2009;
Oubanas, 2018; Oubanas et al., 2018a, b). For flooding, use-
ful observations of the river flow rate or water depth could
come from river gauges. However the number of gauges is
declining worldwide (Vörösmarty et al., 2001), and a method
that can work in ungauged catchments is therefore desirable.
For this reason satellite images, and in particular synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images of flooded areas, can be a good
source of information (Grimaldi et al., 2016).
SAR sensors are active, side-looking sensors included on
several satellites, e.g. COSMO-SkyMed and Sentinel-1. Ra-
diation (of wavelength cm to m), is emitted from the satellite
and directed towards the surface of the Earth. The return-
ing signal is recorded at a sensor and can be used to recon-
struct information about the observed terrain. SAR radiation
is cloud penetrating, giving the instruments all-weather ca-
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pability. SAR instruments can also produce observations day
and night, unlike passive sensors that rely on solar radiation.
The strength of the returned signal measured at the SAR
sensor depends strongly on the roughness properties of the
surface from which it has been reflected. During a flood event
SAR images therefore generally show a clear difference be-
tween flooded and non-flooded areas. Pixels in flooded or
other wet areas such as lakes and rivers have low backscatter
values and appear as dark areas on SAR images; dry areas
have higher backscatter values, and dry pixels therefore ap-
pear paler. There are a number of techniques for separating
pixels into wet and dry areas based on backscatter. Methods
include thresholding (e.g. Henry et al., 2006) with varying
levels of user interpretation (as compared in Brown et al.,
2016), region growing and clustering (“snakes”; e.g. Hor-
ritt et al., 2001), and change detection (e.g. Hostache et al.,
2012). These techniques can be used to provide observa-
tional information for data assimilation frameworks but are
also used for flood mapping and monitoring (as in, for exam-
ple, Brown et al., 2016; Matgen et al., 2011) and for valida-
tion and calibration of inundation models (e.g. Mason et al.,
2009; Baldassarre et al., 2009; Wood et al., 2016). In the case
of model calibration, Mason et al. (2009) and Stephens et al.
(2013) suggest that comparing modelled and observed de-
rived water level measures from SAR images results in bet-
ter calibration than when using binary wet–dry comparisons.
However, it is not clear whether derived water levels provide
better observation impact than wet–dry observations in data
assimilation.
In this work we consider different ways in which informa-
tion from an SAR image can be used to correct inundation
forecasts using data assimilation. The use of observations re-
quires two steps. First, we must extract relevant, useable in-
formation from an SAR image. This involves processing the
raw SAR data in some way to produce an observation, or set
of observations, per image. In the second step we need to use
an observation operator to map our model state vector into
observation space – i.e. we extract the equivalent informa-
tion from our model in order to compare it to the observa-
tions. The size of the difference between the observation and
the equivalent information from the model forecast is then
used to calculate an update or correction to the forecast. The
observation operator depends on the type of observational in-
formation used, and we show in this paper that the impact of
observations on the forecast can be strongly dependent on the
observation operator approach used. Despite this, the mech-
anisms through which different observation types and dif-
ferent observation operators update hydrodynamic forecasts
have not received much attention in the literature.
In order to extract observational information from an SAR
image, authors such as Mason et al. (2012), Giustarini et al.
(2011), Neal et al. (2009) and Matgen et al. (2007) have used
an approach which relies on identifying the flood edge. Ter-
rain information, e.g. that from a digital terrain model, is then
used to infer information about water levels on the floodplain.
Water level observations (WLOs) can then be compared with
model forecast water levels. Examples of two observation
operators using flood-edge WLOs are described further in
Sect. 3. A different type of observation is used for data assim-
ilation in Wood (2016) and Hostache et al. (2018), in which
flood probability maps are produced from SAR images us-
ing the method in Giustarini et al. (2016). Particle filter data
assimilation techniques are then used to update a hydrody-
namic model using flood probability maps as observations.
We propose a new type of observation operator which di-
rectly uses pixel-by-pixel backscatter values as observations.
As in Wood (2016) and Giustarini et al. (2016), we rely on
the fact that SAR images yield distinct distributions of wet
and dry backscatter values. However, our method employs
an ensemble transform Kalman filter (ETKF) approach with
a novel observation operator; we directly use measured SAR
backscatter values as observations rather than derived flood
probability measures.
In this paper we examine the performance of our new ob-
servation operator and that of two flood-edge observation
operators in a series of synthetic experiments. We compare
the physical mechanisms by which the different approaches
update predicted water levels in the ETKF; to the authors’
knowledge these physical mechanisms have not been dis-
cussed in the literature before. We outline the ETKF data as-
similation algorithm in Sects. 2 and 3; we describe the three
observation operators which we have compared. Further de-
tails of our experiments are given in Sect. 4, including an
outline of the hydrodynamic model. In Sect. 5 we demon-
strate how well the assimilation can update model forecast
water levels towards the truth with each observation operator
and explore the different physical mechanisms by which up-
dates are made. We also test the ability of the three operators
to successfully update the model channel friction parameter
through an augmented state vector approach. We find that our
new backscatter operator generates better corrections to the
state and parameter values than the simplest approach to as-
similating flood-edge observations but does not always per-
form as well as the nearest wet pixel approach. In Sect. 6 we
discuss issues relating to the application of our new obser-
vation operator to real data. In Sect. 7 we conclude with a
comparison of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
three different observation operators.
2 Data assimilation
In this paper we explore the use of observations from SAR
images in updating forecasts from a hydrodynamic flood
model. In Sect. 2.1 we outline the ETKF data assimilation
framework we use in our experiments (Bishop et al., 2001),
following the approach of Garcia-Pintado et al. (2013, 2015)
and Cooper et al. (2018). In Sect. 2.2 we describe the joint
state–parameter estimation method that we use to update the
channel friction parameter value.
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2.1 Ensemble transform Kalman filter (ETKF)
In data assimilation, forecasts from a numerical model are
combined with observations of the same system. We use a
state vector, x(tk) ∈ RN , to represent the state of the dynam-
ical system at time tk . Here, our model domain is split into
N computational cells, and the state vector contains N water
depths at a given time. In this paper we use an ensemble of
state vectors, where each state vector in the ensemble repre-
sents a possible state of the system. For an ensemble made up
of M state vectors (members), xi , (i = 1,2, . . .,M), the best
estimate of the true state of the system is represented by the
mean state, x, where
x = 1
M
M∑
i=1
xi . (1)
We can define a perturbation matrix, X ∈ RN×M , that can be
used to derive a measure of uncertainty in the mean state. The
perturbation matrix is
X= 1√
M − 1 (x1− x x2− x . . . xM − x). (2)
We can then express the ensemble error covariance matrix,
P ∈ RN×N , as
P= X(X)T . (3)
The ETKF is a two-step sequential data assimilation tech-
nique. In the forecast step, each vector, xi , is evolved in time
using the forecast equation,
xi(tk+1)=M(xi(tk)), (4)
whereM is the forecast model. Here,M is a hydrodynamic
model built using Clawpack code (see Sect. 4.1); the model
evolves water levels in each ensemble member with time,
generating an ensemble of flood forecast realisations.
In the update step the mean state vector and the error co-
variance matrix are both updated based on observational in-
formation. We use the ETKF in its standard application as a
sequential filter. As such we perform an update step at the
time of each available observation. We assume that the ob-
servations are related to the true state of the system, xt , ac-
cording to
yobs = h(xt )+ , (5)
where the vector yobs ∈ Rp contains p observations. The
vector  represents observation error, which we assumed to
be unbiased and stochastic with covariance R ∈ Rp×p. The
observation operator, h : RN → Rp, maps the state vector
into observation space. If the state vector and the observa-
tion vector contain the same quantity (e.g. water depth), then
the observation operator is generally just required to pick out
the values in the state vector corresponding to the spatial po-
sition of the observation or observations; this may involve
spatial interpolation if observations are not located at model
grid points. However, it is commonly the case that obser-
vations are different quantities to those in the state vector,
and the observation operator therefore contains information
about how the observed and state vector quantities are related
as well as positional information. Different observation types
(e.g. water elevation or wet–dry pixel information) therefore
require different observation operators for the same model
(i.e. for the same state vector).
In order to update the model forecast, it is useful to create a
forecast–observation ensemble, which contains M forecast–
observation vectors, yfi , (i = 1,2. . .M), such that
yfi = h
(
xfi
)
. (6)
Equation (6) shows that the observation operator, h, is ap-
plied to each state vector in order to extract observation-
equivalent information; each forecast–observation vector,
yfi ∈ Rp, is what would be observed if the corresponding
state vector, xfi , represented the true state of the system. The
model equivalent of the observation vector is given by the
mean of the forecast–observation ensemble, yf ∈ Rp, where
yf = h(x)= 1
M
M∑
i=1
h(xi). (7)
Note that when the observation operator is non-linear,
h(x) 6= h(x). (8)
We can also define a perturbation matrix Yf ∈ Rp×p for the
forecast–observation ensemble matrix:
Y= 1√
M − 1 (y1− y y2− x . . . yM − y). (9)
The mean state vector and error perturbation matrix are up-
dated separately in the ETKF. The mean state is updated ac-
cording to
xa = xf+K
(
yobs− yf
)
, (10)
where xa ∈ RN and xf ∈ RN are the means of the analysis
and forecast ensemble respectively. The ETKF uses an en-
semble version of the Kalman gain, K ∈ RN×p, as defined
in Eq. (13). The ensemble Kalman update Eq. (10) can be
written in terms of the innovation, δy , where
δy = yobs− yf. (11)
The innovation is calculated in observation space. The term,
K(δy), (12)
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is known as the increment and is the difference between xa
and xf. The increment is calculated in state space.
We use a square root formulation for the ETKF, following
Ott et al. (2004), Livings et al. (2008) and Livings (2005).
This formulation is also used in Garcia-Pintado et al. (2013)
and Cooper et al. (2018). In this approach the ensemble ver-
sion of K is written as
K= Xf
(
Yf
)T(
Yf
(
Yf
)T +R)−1. (13)
The state error perturbation matrix is updated in the ETKF
according to
Xa = XfT. (14)
The perturbation matrix is updated by the matrix T ∈ RM×M .
We use an unbiased, symmetric square root formulation of
the matrix T, constructed in a way that ensures that the anal-
ysis state error covariance, Pa = Xa(Xa)T , is the same as the
analysis error covariance calculated in the Kalman covari-
ance update (in, for example, Kalman, 1960). The formula-
tion makes use of a singular value decomposition (Golub and
Van Loan, 1996),(
R
1
2 Yf
)T = U6VT , (15)
where U ∈ RM×M and V ∈ Rp×p are orthogonal. The
columns of U and V are the left and right singular vectors of(
R
1
2 Yf
)T
respectively. The diagonal elements of the matrix
6 ∈ RM×p are the singular values of
(
R
1
2 Yf
)T
. A solution
for T is then
T= U
(
I+66T
)− 12 U, (16)
where I is the identity matrix. See Livings et al. (2008) and
Cooper et al. (2018) for further details of how T is computed.
2.2 Joint state–parameter estimation
State augmentation techniques can be used to correct val-
ues of uncertain forecast model parameters at the same time
as the state is updated. In this approach, parameters are ap-
pended to the state vector (see Smith et al., 2013, 2009, 2011;
Navon, 1998; Evensen et al., 1998), producing an augmented
state vector, xaug:
xaug =
[
x
b
]
, (17)
where xaug ∈ RN+q . The vector b ∈ Rq contains q parame-
ters. In this paper only one parameter is being updated, so
that b is scalar. The parameter we are updating in this paper
is the Manning’s friction coefficient in the river channel, nch,
as the evolution of a flood is known to be very sensitive to
this parameter.
The forecast equation for the case of an augmented state
vector can be written as
xaug(tk+1)=
[
M(x(tk))
b(tk)
]
. (18)
Equation (18) shows that we assume that the value of nch
remains constant during the forecast step and changes only
when the update equation is applied.
The augmented state vector is updated by the ETKF algo-
rithm through Eqs. (10) and (14). Parameter values are up-
dated according to the observations due to covariances be-
tween errors in the model state and errors in the parameters.
Model friction parameter values are more traditionally cal-
culated using offline calibration techniques and data from
previous flood events. Updating parameter values using a
state augmentation approach has the advantage that it uses
information from observations of the flood event of interest
as it occurs. State augmentation can therefore take into ac-
count any recent changes to the river and its environment.
3 Observation operators for inundation forecasting
Much existing work on data assimilation for fluvial inunda-
tion forecasting has focussed on assimilating derived water
level observations. Water level extraction is based on the fact
that it is usually possible to differentiate between wet and
dry areas in an SAR image; the contrast in backscatter be-
tween wet and dry pixels means that it is therefore possi-
ble to determine the position of the edge of a flooded area.
Along this edge, the water elevation is the same as the ele-
vation of the topography. This means that as long as a flood
edge can be accurately identified and topographical informa-
tion is available (e.g. a digital terrain model – DTM), water
levels at the flood edge can be derived from an SAR image.
This approach has also been used for operational flood map-
ping, e.g. in Brown et al. (2016). In practice, it is not possible
to accurately determine flood extents from SAR images over
the whole “edge” of a flooded area. This is clearly shown in
Mason et al. (2012) and can lead to few, sparse observations
of this type.
In the remainder of this section we describe the three dif-
ferent observation operators used in this study. In Sect. 3.1
we describe the simplest way to use flood-edge water level
observations; the results in Sect. 5.1.2 illustrate the problems
with this approach. Section 3.2 gives an outline of the more
sophisticated approach to using water level observations used
in Garcia-Pintado et al. (2013, 2015). In Sect. 3.3 we describe
our new observation operator.
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3.1 Observation operator hs: simple flood-edge
assimilation
In this approach, we assume that yobs comprises p water
level observations at flood-edge positions. The simplest way
to use these observations to calculate an innovation is to ex-
tract water level information from each ensemble member at
each observed flood-edge location. The observation opera-
tor in this approach, hs, picks out water level predictions at
the positions of the observed flood edges for each ensem-
ble member. Some method of interpolation will generally be
necessary in order to locate the closest cell to the measured
flood-edge location, but this was not needed in our identi-
cal twin experiments, as the truth and forecast simulations
use the same grid. The simple observation operator hs in our
case is therefore described by a sparse matrix, Hs, with a di-
mension (p by N ) containing values of 1 and zero such that
water elevation predictions corresponding to the positions of
flood-edge observations are mapped with weight equal to 1,
and all other values are mapped with weight equal to zero,
i.e.
hs
(
xfi
)
=Hsxfi . (19)
The value of yf is then calculated according to Eq. (7).
This approach can lead to problems in application and is
therefore not widely used, but we include it here to show the
importance of how observations are used in data assimilation.
The problem with this simple method is essentially that it
does not use all of the available information. All ensemble
members that predict shallower local water levels than the
truth at the position of the observation will make the same
contribution to yf; they will all predict zero water depth at
the flood-edge position no matter how much shallower the
ensemble prediction is than the truth.
3.2 Observation operator hnp : nearest wet pixel
approach
In this approach we assume again that yobs comprises p
water level observations at flood-edge positions. In Garcia-
Pintado et al. (2013) and Garcia-Pintado et al. (2015) the au-
thors use flood-edge water level observations with a more
sophisticated observation operator, referred to here as the
nearest wet pixel method. The new observation operator,
hnp ∈ Rp×N can be described as a sparse matrix containing
values of 1 and zero so that
hnp
(
xfi
)
=Hnpxfi . (20)
Now, however, water elevation values are mapped differently.
Each row of hnp contains a 1 at positions corresponding to
flood-edge observation locations only if the corresponding
water elevation value in xfi is greater than the observed flood-
edge elevation. Where this is not the case, the entry in xfi
corresponding to the nearest wet pixel (i.e. the local flood-
edge position as predicted by the ith ensemble member) is
instead given a weighting of 1. Unlike the simple approach,
this method allows information to be included from ensemble
members that predict shallower water levels than the truth,
since the contribution to yf will depend on the position of the
flood edge predicted by each shallower ensemble member.
More information about how the observation operator works
in a synthetic case is given in Sect. 5.1.2.
Finding the “nearest wet pixel” can be difficult in practice,
since is it important to find the local flood edge that corre-
sponds to the observation. In simplified topography such as
that used in this study, this can be assumed to be the first wet
model grid cell encountered when moving from the obser-
vation towards the centre of the river along a cross section
perpendicular to the flow of the river. In situations where the
topography is complex (e.g. the local direction of flow is not
clear or the river has tight meanders), finding the nearest wet
pixel becomes more complicated. One approach is to require
that the nearest wet pixel is in the direction of the steepest
downhill descent from the observation location.
A related approach has been successfully used by Matgen
et al. (2007), Giustarini et al. (2011), Neal et al. (2009) and
Matgen et al. (2010), in which it is assumed that the water
level measured at a flood edge can be used to define the water
level along the whole horizontal cross section of river valley
perpendicular to the flow of the river. In other words, the ob-
served water elevation at the flood edge is extrapolated across
the river valley in a direction perpendicular to the flow of the
river. Again, this could potentially cause problems in situa-
tions in which the local direction of flow is not clear or the
river has tight meanders. There may also be problems if the
observations relate to bodies of water on the floodplain that
have become hydraulically separate from the river when the
flood is receding; such ponding was observed in the floods
of the Severn and Avon rivers near Tewkesbury, UK, in 2014
(Waller et al., 2018).
3.3 New observation operator hb: backscatter
approach
We have developed an alternative method for extracting ob-
servations from an SAR image, which directly uses SAR
backscatter measurements as observations rather than de-
rived water elevation information. This means that the obser-
vation vector yobs comprises pb backscatter values at a num-
ber of selected pixel locations. The method potentially allows
for more information to be used per SAR image, as informa-
tion can be used from areas excluded from water elevation
calculations. This could reduce the time taken to process an
SAR image and produce useable observations.
The observations used in this method are measured SAR
backscatter values; we follow the approach of Giustarini
et al. (2016) in assuming that the backscatter values from
an SAR image can be characterised as belonging to two sep-
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arate probability density functions: one for wet pixels and
one for dry pixels. We assume that we can create a his-
togram of backscatter values in the area of interest (Gius-
tarini et al., 2016). Two Gaussian curves are then fitted to
the histogram, corresponding to the wet and dry probability
density functions. These distributions represent the probabil-
ity that a pixel has a particular backscatter value, given that
the pixel is wet (or dry). The distribution of wet pixels has a
mean backscatter valuemw and variance σ 2w. The distribution
of dry pixels has mean and variance md and σ 2d . Dividing the
SAR image into tiles may be necessary for this to work op-
timally; otherwise the distribution of dry pixels is likely to
dominate the histogram and make the wet pixel distribution
difficult to resolve (see e.g. Chini et al., 2017).
A new observation operator is required in order to use
backscatter observations in data assimilation. The operator
needs to take each state vector (containing water levels in
each pixel) and transform that information into model equiv-
alent backscatter values. This could potentially be achieved
using an SAR simulator to generate a synthetic SAR image,
but this would be computationally expensive and would re-
quire detailed knowledge of the underlying terrain and land-
use cover. Instead we take a statistical approach that makes
use of the wet and dry pixel backscatter distributions ob-
tained from an SAR image. The observation operator com-
prises two steps. We can describe this such that
yfi = hb
(
xfi
)
= hb2
(
Hb1xfi
)
, (21)
where Hb1 is a sparse matrix, with dimensions (pb×N ),
which extracts values corresponding to observation location
positions; each row contains a value 1 at positions corre-
sponding to backscatter observation locations, and all other
values are zero. The non-linear operator hb2 is then applied
to Hb1xfi ∈ Rpb . This operation transforms each entry in the
vector Hb1xfi into mw if water is predicted in the cell or md
if the cell is predicted to be dry. As for the other observa-
tion operators, interpolation will be necessary when observed
backscatter cells do not correspond to the positions of model
forecast information. As already mentioned, this was not nec-
essary in our synthetic study, as we used the same model
to generate both the forecast values and synthetic observa-
tions; cell locations were therefore the same. The observation
equivalent forecast vector is then given by
yf = 1
M
M∑
i=1
hb2
(
Hb1xfi
)
. (22)
This method potentially allows the use of more observations:
in general the number of available backscatter values from an
SAR image, pb, is much larger than the number of reliable
flood-edge observations.
A different approach to using binary-type observations in
data assimilation is used by the authors Rochoux (2014), Ro-
choux et al. (2014) and Rochoux et al. (2017) in an appli-
cation in which the spread of wildfires is modelled. This ap-
proach uses shape recognition and front mapping; these ideas
would be applicable to flood modelling but are not investi-
gated here.
4 Experimental design
4.1 Hydrodynamic model
The inundation model used in this work is a non-linear hy-
drodynamic model. The model uses Clawpack code (Claw-
pack Development Team, 2014; Mandli et al., 2016; LeV-
eque, 2002) to solve the two-dimensional shallow water
equations everywhere in the domain in order to simulate wa-
ter flowing in a channel and overtopping onto a floodplain.
Clawpack solves the shallow water equations using Riemann
solvers and finite volume methods and is able to simulate the
wet–dry interfaces that occur during a flood George (2008).
The software considers the domain of interest as a user-
defined number of cells, N , and calculates changes in depth
and velocity of the water in each cell. In our simulations the
boundary condition is extrapolating (outflow) on the y = 0
boundary; all other boundaries are solid wall. Clawpack uses
a source term in the momentum equation to model friction
effects. Momentum reduction depends on a user-specified
Manning’s friction coefficient. Our experiments required an
inflow source term to model water arriving in the river from
upstream; we added this functionality to the Clawpack code;
see Cooper et al. (2018) for details. The time step for the
calculations is automatically adjusted to preserve numerical
stability.
4.2 Domain
Experiments to compare the performance of the three oper-
ators have been carried out in an idealised river valley-like
domain. The use of an idealised domain is important here so
that we can examine the effects of the operators under ideal
conditions, without the complications of complex topogra-
phy. It will also be important to understand how the operators
work under real conditions, but experiments in an idealised
topography are a vital first step.
The test domain used in the experiments in this paper is
the same as that used in Cooper et al. (2018) and is shown in
Fig. 1. The domain has dimensions of 20 km by 250 m and
describes a gently sloping valley and river channel (with an
upstream–downstream slope of 0.08 %). The domain is split
into grid cells of size 10 m by 10 m for computation. The
river channel is prescribed to be the central five grid cells in
the x direction for all values of y and is 50 m wide; the flood-
plain is defined as the rest of the domain. The slope of the
floodplain towards the river is 0.8 % based on values derived
from a DTM of a stretch of the river Severn in the U.K.
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Figure 1. Test domain used in all assimilation experiments.
4.3 Twin experiments
We have carried out a number of twin experiments in or-
der to illustrate and compare how well forecasts can be cor-
rected when using the three different observation operator
approaches. The experiments use a “truth” flood simulation
and a forecast ensemble of flood realisations comprising 100
members. The forecast ensemble is updated using synthetic
observations at several times during the simulation time; syn-
thetic observations are created from the truth as described in
Sect. 4.4. The analysis water levels (and parameter values)
can then be compared to the true water levels (and parameter
values) to see how well the assimilation corrects the forecast.
In this work, the truth flood is driven by a time-varying
inflow based on data taken from a gauge on the river Severn
during a flood in November–December 2012. The true inflow
is shown in Fig. 2; the figure also shows the inflows driving
the ensemble members. All the inflows used here were also
used in the experiments reported in Cooper et al. (2018). In-
flows for each ensemble member were generated by perturb-
ing the true inflow with additive, time-correlated random er-
rors. Time-correlated errors were generated for each ensem-
ble inflow using a first-order autoregression (AR(1)) tech-
nique (Wilks, 2011) with a zero mean, according to
ei,0 = wi,0, (23)
ei,k = rei,k−1+ (1− r2)wi,k,
where ei,k is the error added to the inflow at the kth time step
in the ith ensemble member. The term wi,k is taken from a
normal distribution N (0,0.15× true inflow); i refers to en-
semble member and k refers to the time step. The autocorre-
lation coefficient, r < 1, was set to 0.997; this very high coef-
ficient means that the errors are close to persistent in time for
each ensemble member and that each inflow ensemble mem-
ber is smooth. The standard deviation of the random part of
the error corresponds to the value used to generate inflow
errors in Garcia-Pintado et al. (2015) and results in inflows
Figure 2. Inflows with time. True inflow values are represented with
circles, and ensemble inflows are shown by grey lines.
that fit within the range given in Di Baldassarre and Mon-
tanari (2009) (4 % to 43 %). The mean of the inflow ensem-
ble has negligible bias relative to the true inflow. The exper-
iments shown here all use the same inflow for the truth and
the same set of perturbed inflows for the forecast ensemble.
For a different true inflow and different ensemble inflow er-
ror realisations, the results obtained using the different obser-
vation operators may compare slightly differently. However,
the mechanisms we describe would be the same.
Each ensemble member was run with a different value of
the channel friction parameter, nch. The behaviour of flood-
water is highly sensitive to nch (Hostache et al., 2010; James
et al., 2016), with low channel friction parameter values lead-
ing to water travelling through and leaving the domain more
quickly. This leads to shallower water levels (and less flood-
ing) in our simple domain for a given inflow. Conversely,
higher channel friction parameter values lead to water mov-
ing slowly through the domain, leading to deeper water levels
in the channel and more flooding. We chose a true value of
nch = 0.04, equal to the value for a natural stream given in
Maidment and Mays (1988). For the initial forecast step, a
value of nch for each forecast ensemble member was drawn
from a normal distribution with the mean, µ, that is different
to the true value and standard deviation σ . This imposed bias
in the forecast ensemble channel friction parameter means
that we can test how well data assimilation with different
observation operators can correct the forecast state and pa-
rameter value towards the truth. In our state estimation ex-
periments, the value of nch assigned to each ensemble mem-
ber remained constant throughout the simulation. For joint
state–parameter experiments, the values of nch were updated
at each assimilation time through the ETKF equations, as
described in Sect. 2.2. Using an incorrectly specified chan-
nel friction parameter in the forecast is realistic, as the true
value is unlikely to be known in operational situations. Ini-
tial forecast channel friction parameters are randomly drawn
from a normal distribution with µ= 0.05 and σ = 0.01 for
experiments with positive bias in nch and with µ= 0.03 and
σ = 0.01 for experiments with negative bias in nch. The true
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value of nch falls within 1 standard deviation of the mean of
each initial nch distribution, and our choices of friction pa-
rameter values fit with the range used in Horritt and Bates
(2002). On the floodplain the value of the friction parameter
is likely to be higher than nch due to the effects of vegetation.
In this paper we used a true value for the floodplain friction
parameter of nfp = 0.05; the same true value for nfp was used
for each ensemble member. The value of this parameter is
likely to have an impact on the dynamics of a flood event,
but flooding is commonly understood to be less sensitive to
nfp than nch (e.g. Hostache et al., 2010). Here we focus on
the ability of the observation operators to update nch only.
4.4 Synthetic observations
In identical twin experiments, observations are generated
from a truth run; in this case the truth flood simulation is
described in Sect. 4.3. For the two conventional observation
operators we selected six synthetic observations of water ele-
vation at the true flood edge at y = 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300
and 1500 m. The elevation at these points is directly available
from the state vector of water levels provided by our truth
run. Each synthetic observation mimics an SAR-derived wa-
ter level observation at a given cross section by locating a
flood edge and using the true, calculated water elevation at
this position as the observation. Here we define the flood-
edge WLO to be the elevation at the first “dry” model cell
encountered when moving in a perpendicular direction from
the centre of the channel along one of our defined cross sec-
tions. (We use observations on the left-hand side of the do-
main, i.e. where x < 125 m, but since the domain and inflows
are symmetrical in our simple experiments, this choice is ar-
bitrary; we could have instead used observations from the
right-hand side of the channel or a combination of the two.)
We added unbiased, Gaussian noise with a standard deviation
of 0.25 mm to each observation; this is the same as the ob-
servation error used by Garcia-Pintado et al. (2015) in a case
study. Observation error may be due to SAR instrument er-
ror or errors in determination of flood extent. The spacing of
200 mm between observations represents an optimistic best-
case situation and is the same as the smallest recommended
distance between thinned flood-edge values for use in an as-
similation system in Mason et al. (2012) (note that the other
selection criteria used in the paper are not applicable here
due to the use of synthetic observations). In fact, more re-
cent work suggests a much longer correlation length scale
between observation errors in a real case study (Waller et al.,
2018), in which the authors point out that part of the obser-
vation error correlation is due to the observation operator.
In order to test our backscatter observation operator, we
require synthetic backscatter observations; we therefore cre-
ate a synthetic SAR image from our truth run, comprising
backscatter values in each cell. We can then extract syn-
thetic backscatter observations at desired locations. We have
taken a very simple approach to generating a simplified syn-
Figure 3. Synthetic SAR image generated from truth run water lev-
els as described in Sect. 4.4
thetic SAR image in order to perform proof-of-concept ex-
periments with our new observation operator; we will ap-
ply the method to a real case study and real SAR images
at a later date. To generate a synthetic SAR image, we have
taken our truth run water level output and applied a thresh-
old water level of 5 cm in each cell to determine which cells
are wet and which are dry. Water levels below a threshold
of a few centimetres are likely to be misclassified as dry
in a real SAR image due to vegetation. Synthetic backscat-
ter values are then assigned to each cell: dry cells are as-
signed a backscatter value drawn from N (md,σ 2d ), and wet
cells are assigned a value fromN (mw,σ 2w). For this, we have
used values of mw =−14.84, σw = 2.25,md =−8.59 and
σd = 1.53, which are experimentally derived from an SAR
image in Giustarini et al. (2016). An example simplified syn-
thetic SAR image, generated from the truth run at t = 40 h,
is shown in Fig. 3.
In order to derive synthetic observations from the syn-
thetic SAR image, the observation process is then carried out,
i.e. we do the following:
– We bin all the synthetic backscatter values in a his-
togram (see Fig. 4).
– We fit two Gaussian curves to the synthetic
backscatter values (using Python fitting algorithm
scipy.optimize.curve_fit; see Fig. 4).
– We extract new values of mw1, σw1, md1 and σd1 from
these distributions; these values are naturally very sim-
ilar to the experimental values used to create the syn-
thetic SAR image. We use a different realisation of ob-
servation error for each synthetic image (i.e. at each ob-
servation time); typical values ofmw1, σw1,md1 and σd1
are within 1 % of mw, σw, md and σd.
We then extract backscatter values to be synthetic observa-
tions. Although it would be possible to use a large number of
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Figure 4. Histograms and fitted Gaussian distributions of synthetic
backscatter values. Dashed grey lines show two fitted Gaussian dis-
tributions, and the solid grey line shows the sum of the two fitted
distributions. Vertical lines show the positions of the mean wet and
dry backscatter values.
backscatter observations in this method, for the experiments
presented here we have not used all of the available synthetic
observations. There are a number of reasons for limiting the
number of observations. Firstly, observation errors are likely
to be correlated for observations that come from positions
close to each other in physical space. Some thinning of the
observations is therefore necessary to meet the requirement
that the observations used in the assimilation have uncorre-
lated errors (Mason et al., 2012); this allows use of a diag-
onal observation error covariance matrix. Secondly, without
ensemble localisation, using a number of observations larger
than the number of ensemble members can cause the assimi-
lation algorithm to overfit the observations (Kepert, 2004).
In this study we wish to investigate the differences in
the updates generated by different observation operator ap-
proaches. We therefore use equivalent observation informa-
tion for each of the operators. In the case of the water level
observation operators, we have used flood-edge water level
observations at six locations, where the flood-edge location
is defined as the position of the first dry model cell (see
Sect. 4.4). For the new operator we use two backscatter ob-
servations for each transect.
Figure 5 shows a schematic of the locations of the obser-
vations we have used in this study, relative to the edge of the
flood. All observations used in this study come from transects
at y = 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300 and 1500 m. In practical ap-
plication of the backscatter operator, observations could be
used from any location covered by the SAR image.
4.5 Observation error covariance matrices
It is important to specify the observation error statistics in
data assimilation. In all cases we assume that our observation
errors are uncorrelated so that we can use a diagonal error
covariance matrix, R. We assume that the error in flood-edge
WLOs is 0.25 m. This is close to the calculated error in SAR-
Figure 5. Schematic of observation locations used in this study for
each transect in cross section. The black thick line shows the discre-
tised domain elevation, and the blue dashed line shows the observed
floodwater level. The arrows and green crosses show locations of
the observations as labelled.
derived water level observations in Mason et al. (2012) and
is the same value used in Cooper et al. (2018) and Garcia-
Pintado et al. (2015).
The uncertainty in each backscatter observation reflects
the distribution to which it belongs (wet or dry). We assume
that each entry can be set to be σ 2d1, corresponding to a dry
observation, or σ 2w1 for a wet observation.
4.6 Further experimental details
We present here the results from a number of data assimila-
tion experiments, each lasting for a total simulation time of
112 h. This includes an initial spin-up period with constant
inflow for 4 h (as shown in Fig. 2) to allow the water to reach
an equilibrium state. In each experiment we use 100 fore-
cast ensemble members. Assimilations are carried out at 12 h
intervals. This is currently the shortest likely time between
observations due to return times for satellites equipped with
SAR instruments. The ETKF is used without localisation or
inflation in all of the experiments, as we did not encounter
any spurious correlations or problematic ensemble collapse
(see Petrie and Dance, 2010). This suggests that the num-
ber of ensemble members, 100, is sufficient in this particular
case.
Experiments were run as follows:
– State-only estimation. State estimation experiments
show how well data assimilation is able to correct fore-
cast water levels at each observation time using the
three different observation operators. In all of the ex-
periments, a large bias is present in the forecast channel
friction parameter values, which means that by design
the error between the ensemble forecast and the truth
grows quickly during each forecast step; the forecast
corresponding to each of the observation operators re-
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Figure 6. Improvement in the forecast at each assimilation time
(PBSO experiment). The hatched white bars show improvement for
the hs operator, the black bars show improvement for the hnp ob-
servation operator and the grey bars show the improvement for the
hb observation operator.
laxes to the same no-assimilation (open-loop) forecast.
This allows us to examine the effect of each observation
operator on the water levels in isolation at each obser-
vation and assimilation time, as the operators are each
acting on very similar pre-assimilation forecasts.
State-only estimation experiments were carried out us-
ing a positive bias in the forecast channel friction pa-
rameter, which leads to forecast water levels that tend
to be deeper than the truth (PBSO – positive bias in nch,
state-only estimation – experiment) at any given cross
section, and with a negative bias in the channel fric-
tion parameter, leading to shallower forecast water lev-
els (NBSO – negative bias in nch, state-only estimation
– experiment).
– Joint state and parameter estimation. Updating the
value of nch along with water levels allows us to see
the effect of the observation operators on the forecast
when the large parameter bias can also be corrected by
the assimilation process. Correcting the channel friction
parameter in this way leads to better persistence in the
forecast correction (Cooper et al., 2018). Experiments
were again carried out using both a positively biased ini-
tial channel friction parameter distribution for the fore-
cast ensemble (PBJ – positive bias in nch, joint state–
parameter estimation – experiment) and negatively bi-
ased initial channel friction parameter distribution (NBJ
– negative bias in nch, joint state–parameter estimation
– experiment).
Figure 7. Improvement in the forecast at each assimilation time
(NBSO experiment). The white hatched bars show improvement for
the hs operator, the black bars show improvement for the hnp ob-
servation operator and the grey bars show improvement for the hb
observation operator.
5 Results and discussion of update mechanisms
5.1 State-only estimation
5.1.1 Positive bias in forecast ensemble channel friction
parameter (PBSO)
Figure 6 shows improvement in the analysis compared to the
forecast at each observation time for the PBSO experiment.
Improvement is defined as
improvement= (x
f− xt )− (xa− xt )
xf− xt
× 100, (24)
where xt is the true state of the system. This improvement
measure is positive when the error in the analysis is smaller
than the error in the forecast, while negative values imply a
larger error in the analysis than the forecast. A perfect analy-
sis (xa = xt ) would result in a 100 % improvement measure.
Figure 6 shows that in the PBSO experiment all of the op-
erators reduce the difference between the forecast mean and
the truth at each observation time. We found that the error in
the forecast then quickly relaxed back to the no-assimilation
(open-loop) case for all of the observation operators. This
short-lived persistence in forecast improvement (less than ap-
proximately 3 h here) when only water levels are updated is
typical for such systems and is reported in many studies, in-
cluding Cooper et al. (2018), Andreadis et al. (2007), Neal
et al. (2009), Garcia-Pintado et al. (2013) and Matgen et al.
(2010).
5.1.2 Negative bias in forecast ensemble channel
friction parameter (NBSO)
Figure 7 shows the improvement in the forecast at each as-
similation time for the NBSO experiment. Here, the ensem-
ble channel friction parameters are such that the mean fore-
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Figure 8. Schematic showing innovation for flood-edge observa-
tion. In all cases blue lines represent the true water level, and blue
circles represent the corresponding flood-edge observation, yobs.
Green lines show the mean forecast water level, and green circles
show the corresponding mean forecast–observation equivalent, yf.
Innovations (δ) are shown with green arrows and increments by
thinner black arrows; see Eq. (11) for definitions. The red arrow
shows the difference between the observation location and the near-
est wet pixel location.
cast water level tends to be shallower than the truth at any
given cross section in our domain. Unlike in the PBSO ex-
periment, the operators do not all provide a good analysis
at every observation time. In fact, assimilation of flood-edge
observations using the simple flood-edge observation opera-
tor, hs, makes the forecast significantly worse at many assim-
ilation times. The reason for this is illustrated by considering
the innovation produced by the simple flood-edge operator
when the forecast is shallower than the truth. The types of in-
novations produced for mean forecasts that are either deeper
or shallower than the truth are shown in a schematic in Fig. 8.
Figure 8a shows a simple domain in a cross section where
the mean forecast is deeper than the truth, with the innovation
generated by the simple flood-edge operator. The innovation
is such that the data assimilation algorithm can generate an
increment and adjust the forecast water levels to be closer to
the true water levels. However, as shown in Fig. 8b, when the
mean forecast is shallower than the truth, the simple flood-
edge assimilation method generates an innovation equal to
zero. This is because the observation implies that at the flood
edge, the water depth relative to the topography is zero; the
ensemble forecast mean also predicts that the water depth is
zero at the observation position. The increment is therefore
also zero and the forecast cannot be adjusted to be closer
to the truth (i.e. to shallower water levels), even though the
observation clearly indicates that this is necessary. Figure 8c
illustrates the way that the nearest wet pixel approach solves
this problem by taking the water elevation at the observation
position and extrapolating it in space. This effectively moves
the observation location to the nearest wet pixel, allowing a
non-zero innovation to be calculated.
Figure 8 illustrates the fact that the simple flood-edge op-
erator cannot produce a useful update when the mean of the
forecast ensemble is shallower than the observed water level.
Figure 7 shows that in our experiments the simple flood oper-
ator in fact makes the forecast worse, increasing error relative
to the truth at several assimilation times. The reason for this
is linked to the fact that it is possible for the mean of the
forecast ensemble to be deeper than the truth on the flood-
plain but shallower than the truth in the river channel.
Figure 9 shows the domain at one cross section. In Fig. 9
we see that in the channel (e.g. at x = 125 m) the true wa-
ter level is deeper than the ensemble mean. At the edge of
the flood, the true water depth is (by definition) zero relative
to the topography, and the majority of ensemble members
also predict zero water depth in these cells. However, there
are a small number of ensemble members that predict non-
zero water depth at the flood edge; it follows that the ensem-
ble mean at this location is therefore a small non-zero water
depth as per Eq. (1). The flood-edge operator therefore gen-
erates an innovation such that the mean forecast water depth
at the flood edge is reduced and the analysed water depths
are closer to the truth at this location. Correlations between
water levels in the domain mean that the water depth in the
channel is also reduced by the update step; this increases the
error relative to the truth in the channel. This explains the
overall increase in error at assimilation times seen in Fig. 7.
The results in Figs. 6 and 7 show that the new backscatter
operator works well at most of the observation times. The
mechanism by which the backscatter observation operator
works is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Figure 10 shows a simplified river channel in a cross sec-
tion. The lower part of the figure shows an example of a true
and mean forecast water level, as in Fig. 8. The upper part of
the figure shows the same cross section but is a representation
in observation space of an example (single) observation and
equivalent mean forecast backscatter value, yf. The green cir-
cle in observation space shows yf in the cell at the observa-
tion position. The value of yf is calculated using water levels
forecast by all the ensemble members, through Eq. (21), and
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Figure 9. Cross section of the domain showing bathymetry as a black solid line. The true water level is shown as a red dotted line, and water
levels predicted by each ensemble member are shown as blue circles. The mean forecast in each model cell is shown as a cross. (a) shows the
central part of the domain from 65≤ x ≤ 185 m. (b) shows the forecast water levels and resulting forecast mean in the cell centred at 75 m
in greater detail. Reprinted from Cooper et al. (2018), with permission from Elsevier.
Figure 10. Schematic of innovation in observation (backscatter)
space and increment in physical space for one backscatter obser-
vation. The horizontal blue line represents the true water level,
and the blue circle represents a corresponding backscatter obser-
vation, yobs. The solid green line shows the mean forecast water
level, and the green circle shows the corresponding mean forecast–
observation equivalent in observation space, yf. The innovation (de-
fined in Eq. 11) is shown in observation space with a green ar-
row, and the increment in physical space at the observation position
(Eq. 12) is represented by a thinner black arrow.
is essentially a measure of the proportion of ensemble mem-
bers which predict that cell to be wet (or dry). The mean
forecast backscatter, yf, will always take a value between the
mean observed wet value, mw1, and the mean observed dry
value, md1; if half the ensemble members predict a cell to
be dry and half predict it to be wet, the value of yf will lie
halfway between mw1 and md1. If most ensemble members
predict the cell to be wet (dry), the value of yf will be close
to the mean observed wet (dry) backscatter value. The ob-
served backscatter value, yobs, is shown as a blue circle in
observation space.
The innovation is shown in observation space in Fig. 10.
The innovation is the difference between the observed
backscatter value, yobs, and the mean forecast backscatter
value, yf. Figure 10 shows that for the hs and hnp the state
variables and observed variables are the same. In the ap-
proach using hb, the observations are different to the state
variables. For hb the increment is the calculated difference
in the water level between the forecast and the analysis in
metres, but this is calculated using an innovation that is a
difference in the backscatter value between the model and
the observation. In the example shown, the mean forecast
backscatter value indicates that most of the ensemble mem-
bers predict the cell containing the observation position to be
dry. This corresponds to the shallow mean water level pre-
diction shown in physical space. The backscatter observation
indicates that the cell is wet. The innovation is therefore large
and indicates that the cell is more likely to be wet than the
forecast indicates. This maps into an increment in physical
space through Eq. (12) such that the calculated analysis wa-
ter level at the observation position is deeper than the forecast
water level.
A potential problem with the backscatter operator can be
illustrated through inspection of Eqs. (13) and (10). Equa-
tion (10) shows that when the value of the Kalman gain ma-
trix is zero, there can be no update to the forecast through
assimilation of observations, even when there is a large in-
novation – i.e. a large difference between a model prediction
and an observation. Equation (13) shows that this K= 0 con-
dition can be met if either X= 0 or Y= 0. For Y= 0 to be
true, it is only required that the ensemble members all predict
the cell containing the observation to be dry or that all ensem-
ble members predict the cell to be wet. This is because if all
ensemble members predict a cell to be wet, then they all give
the same value of yfi =mw through Eq. (22). Equation (21)
then shows that the value of yf will then also be equal to
mw, and each term in Y must therefore be zero according
to Eq. (9), since all the ensemble members are the same as
the mean. This means that if all the ensemble members pre-
dict different but positive water depths (i.e. no non-zero wa-
ter depths are predicted in the ensemble), no increment can
be generated and no update can be made to the forecast, re-
gardless of whether the observation indicates a wet or dry
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Figure 11. RMSE between forecast and truth (PBJ experiment).
Open triangles show the RMSE between the open-loop forecast and
the truth. Blue stars, green squares and red circles show the RMSE
between the forecast mean and the truth, using the hs, hnp and hb
observation operators respectively.
condition. For this reason, observations at or near the edge of
the flood are most valuable to the data assimilation algorithm
when using the backscatter observation operator, since these
are locations where it is most likely that the ensemble mem-
bers will predict a variety of wet–dry predictions. We did not
observe any situation in which Y= 0 in these experiments.
It would in principle be possible to add a small amount of
noise to each value of yfi in order to prevent Y= 0, but this
risks generating an innovation and increment such that the
analysis error is larger than the forecast error.
5.2 Joint state–parameter estimation
The large source of error in these experiments is, by design,
due to a large bias in the forecast ensemble channel friction
parameter values. In this section we show the results of up-
dating the forecast channel friction parameter values as part
of the assimilation process. One way to measure the effec-
tiveness of a data assimilation approach is to compute the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the resulting fore-
cast and the truth. Here, the RMSE is defined as
RMSE=
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
j=1
(d tj − dfj )2, (25)
where d tj is true water depth in the j th cell; d
f
j is mean fore-
cast water depth in the same cell. As before,N represents the
number of cells in the domain.
5.2.1 Positive bias in forecast ensemble channel friction
parameter (PBJ)
Figure 11 shows the RMSE between the mean water lev-
els predicted by the model and the true water levels for
the PBJ experiment. The mean value of nch and the mean
value of the predicted water levels are updated at 12 h inter-
vals starting from 16 h. At each assimilation time the RMSE
for both the forecast (pre-assimilation) and analysis (post-
assimilation) water levels are shown; points within a forecast
step are joined with a line. The results show that the assimila-
tion leads to a much improved forecast of water levels for all
of the operators at all times. There is persistence in the im-
provement to the forecast, and each of the observation oper-
ators provides a better forecast than the open-loop ensemble
for the whole of the simulation time. The results obtained us-
ing the hs operator converge to higher RMSE values than the
other two operators. Use of the hb operator shows a gradual
reduction in RMSE over successive forecast–analysis cycles.
The results for the hnp operator show faster reduction in the
RMSE values, but the final analysis value (at 112 h) has a
much higher RMSE. This is because at 112 h the inflow has
reduced such that the water is well back within the bank, and
in these conditions the assumptions used to derive water el-
evation observations break down; the sides of the river are
too steep for the water edge position to accurately determine
elevation. In an operational setting, it would be necessary to
test for an in-bank condition and discard observations for the
hnp operator when the river is within the bank. This means
that it is not possible to calibrate a hydrodynamic model on
a river using SAR images when it is not flooding if water
level observations are being used (i.e. with either the hs or
hnp observation operator).
Figure 12 shows the calculated (analysis) mean channel
friction parameter values at each assimilation time for the
three observation operators. All of the operators produce val-
ues for the parameter that are closer to the truth than the ini-
tial value. The value of the channel friction parameter calcu-
lated using the hb observation operator converges to a value
close to the truth after six observations and then remains
there. The value calculated using hnp converges more quickly
to a value close to the truth, but the last value in the time
series (at 112 h) then diverges from the true value. This is
because the river is now well within the bank and water ele-
vation observations cannot be reliably determined.
5.2.2 Negative bias in forecast ensemble channel
friction parameter (NBJ)
Figure 13 shows the RMSE between the forecast and the
truth for the NBJ experiment. The nearest wet pixel approach
provides a forecast which is very close to the truth for most of
the simulation time. The backscatter operator performs well
after the first two assimilation steps, showing a slower con-
vergence to the true solution as in the PBJ experiments. The
simple flood-edge operator performs badly, leading to a fore-
cast which is worse than the open-loop case for most of the
time. The reason for the poor performance in this particu-
lar experiment is likely due to the mechanisms outlined in
Sect. 5.1.2. The forecast is adjusted in the wrong direction at
the first assimilation time (at 16 h) such that the water levels
are too shallow; the mechanism by which this can happen is
demonstrated in Fig. 9. All subsequent corrections are very
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Figure 12. Calculated analysis mean channel friction parameter
(PBJ experiment). Red horizontal line shows true value of chan-
nel friction parameter. Error bars show one standard deviation of
ensemble parameter distribution.
close to zero, due to the mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 8, so
that the blue line appears to be unbroken.
Figure 14 shows the calculated analysis mean channel fric-
tion parameter values at each assimilation time in the NBJ
experiment for the three observation operators. The results
Figure 13. RMSE between forecast and truth (NBJ experiment).
Open triangles show the RMSE between the open-loop forecast and
the truth. Blue stars, green squares and red circles show the RMSE
between the forecast mean and the truth, using the hs, hnp and hb
observation operators respectively.
for the simple flood-edge operator support the scenario out-
lined above, whereby the friction parameter is initially ad-
justed in the wrong direction and then cannot be updated to-
wards the truth. Although the details of this will depend on
topography, observation error, and choice of forecast inflows
and parameters, this is nevertheless an important mechanism
to consider when choosing an observation operator. Both the
hnp and hb operators do successfully correct the value of the
parameter towards the truth, with the hnp operator recover-
ing a good value in a shorter time than the hb operator. Both
Figs. 13 and 14 show that at the final assimilation time, the
analysis and parameter value provided by the nearest wet
pixel operator are not close to the truth. Again, this is because
the river is well within the bank, so the flood-edge observa-
tion is on ground which is too steep to provide a good ob-
servation; in operational settings observations such as these
would be screened out and no update would be made with
the operator.
6 Discussion
In this study we have chosen to use a small number of
backscatter observations for our experiments. This allowed
us to compare updates between the three observation opera-
tors when the observation operators were all given equivalent
information; in this way we can draw conclusions about the
physical mechanisms responsible for the different updates.
In a real case, one of the major advantages of using our new
backscatter observation operator is that it would be possible
to use a large number of backscatter observations compared
to the number of water level observations which are typi-
cally available. The availability of a large number of obser-
vations may be a major strength of our new approach; in our
simple experiments (not shown) we found that assimilating
a larger number of observations with the backscatter opera-
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Figure 14. Calculated analysis mean channel friction parameter
(NBJ experiment). Horizontal red line shows true value of chan-
nel friction parameter. Error bars show one standard deviation of
ensemble parameter distribution.
tor provided a better analysis than using only a few. Another
merit of the backscatter operator is that there is less process-
ing involved in using backscatter observations directly, po-
tentially reducing the amount of time between acquisition
of an SAR image and its use to update an inundation fore-
cast. The backscatter operator also removes the need for lo-
cating the nearest wet pixel in the model forecast, which can
be computationally costly.
There are a number of potential problems with practical
implementation of the backscatter operator. One is that us-
ing histograms to produce SAR-derived inundation maps can
lead to errors in assigning pixels to wet–dry categories. One
way to deal with this would be to use region-growing tech-
niques (see e.g. Horritt et al., 2001) or change-detection tech-
niques (see e.g. Hostache et al., 2012) to produce robust wet–
dry maps for SAR images and then perform a quality con-
trol procedure to discard any backscatter observations which
would lead to misclassification due to, for example, emergent
vegetation. This procedure would remove the advantage of
fewer processing steps for the backscatter operator but may
not be necessary. Further research is required to understand
how robust the method is to the proportion of misclassified
SAR pixels in a real case study. We note that the backscatter
operator would not generate an update the forecast in model
cells that all the ensemble members predicted to be dry (or
wet) as discussed in the last paragraph of Sect. 5.1.2. This
means that SAR pixels far from the river wrongly classified
as wet or SAR pixels in the river channel wrongly classified
as dry would not degrade the forecast through an erroneous
update.
The new backscatter operator is likely to work well in
cases where good separation of the wet–dry distributions
can be obtained through a histogram and works less well in
cases where the distributions overlap. The new observation
operator does not require a digital elevation model to gener-
ate forecast–observation equivalents, although the hydrody-
namic model would require topography information to gener-
ate a forecast. Water level observations cannot be accurately
determined in areas with high slope, whereas backscatter ob-
servations will be unaffected. Like the other observation op-
erators, the new operator will likely provide better results in
rural settings than urban settings; double-bounce and layover
effects due to buildings are potential sources of problems for
all of the operators (Mason et al., 2018).
7 Conclusions
We have carried out a series of experiments to test the per-
formance of three different types of observation operators
in an ETKF approach to data assimilation for fluvial inun-
dation forecasting. Although the results are for one specific
idealised domain, one realisation of true inflow and a single
realisation of observation error per observation type, we be-
lieve that many of our conclusions will be applicable much
more widely through the mechanisms we describe. Repeats
of experiments (not reported here) with different realisations
of observation error show evidence of the same behaviour
in terms of the mechanisms we have described. Our experi-
ments show the following:
– Simple assimilation of flood-edge water elevation ob-
servations can result in no correction to the forecast
even when there is a large difference between the fore-
cast and the observation. This happens when both the
model prediction and the observation predict no flood-
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ing at the observation location. We have illustrated the
physical mechanism responsible for this (Fig. 8) and
shown an example in which this happens in our ex-
periments (see assimilation times from 28 h onwards in
Fig. 13). The simple flood-edge operator can also gen-
erate an update such that the analysis has a larger er-
ror than the forecast. This can occur when the forecast
is deeper than the truth at the observation position but
shallower than the truth in the channel. In such cases the
assimilation updates the water levels to shallower levels
as required at the observation position but also wrongly
updates the channel water levels to be shallower. The
mechanism for this is shown in Fig. 9; this is responsi-
ble for the negative improvement measures in the NBSO
experiments (see Fig. 7). We have shown in our experi-
ments that the simple flood-edge operator fails in these
ways when the mean ensemble channel friction param-
eter is negatively biased, but it would also fail if, for ex-
ample, the mean forecast inflow was negatively biased,
since errors in friction parameter and inflow are corre-
lated (Cooper et al., 2018). Since in operational settings
both forecast inflow and channel friction parameter val-
ues are uncertain, we conclude that the simple flood-
edge operator is not a good choice.
– The nearest wet pixel approach provides better assimi-
lation accuracy than simple flood-edge assimilation: in
our experiments we find no evidence of negative “im-
provement” scores or zero increments when the forecast
and observations are very different. In our idealised sys-
tem it is the best choice of observation operator in terms
of better forecast accuracy in the state-only experiments
and in terms of rapid convergence to the true solution
for both water levels and the mean channel friction pa-
rameter value in the joint state–parameter experiments.
However, we have shown that using water edge obser-
vations when the river is well within bank can lead to
a degradation of the forecast. Also, locating the nearest
wet pixel is likely to be difficult in practice for opera-
tional applications using real, more complicated topog-
raphy. One way to limit the distance between the flood-
edge observation position and the nearest wet pixel is
to locate the nearest pixel at which some threshold of
ensemble members predict a positive water depth. The
predicted water elevations at this location could then be
used to create yf. This approach balances out the need to
include information from ensemble members predicting
shallow water levels at the observation position, with the
requirement that the nearest wet pixel is not too far from
the observation location.
– Our new backscatter observation operator performs well
compared to more conventional options in our idealised
domain using synthetic observations. The operator does
not suffer from the problems of the simple flood-edge
operator and is able to correct the forecast for the state-
only assimilation cases. The backscatter operator ap-
proach also allowed the forecast to converge to the true
solution for both water levels and channel friction pa-
rameter value in the joint state–parameter experiments,
although in our experiments convergence was slower
than for the nearest wet pixel approach. Using backscat-
ter values operationally may speed up the time taken
from image acquisition to assimilation and an improved
forecast due to fewer steps in the processing. The new
operator could also potentially allow the use of much
more information from any given SAR image, although
there is likely to be a limit to the number of backscatter
observations that can be used without causing variance
collapse in the channel friction parameter distribution.
Tests using larger numbers of backscatter observations
have not been presented here; we plan to address this
question in a real case study so that the results will be
more directly applicable to real world situations.
This work has shown that our novel backscatter operator
has the potential to improve inundation forecasting in fluvial
floods, and we believe it may have applications in other types
of flooding where SAR images are available. Further work is
required to test the operator against the hnp approach in a real
case study, using real SAR data and real topography in order
to further assess the strengths and weaknesses of the differ-
ent approaches. We have explained the physical mechanisms
associated with the assimilation increments for each type of
observation operator; these mechanisms will also be applica-
ble to variational data assimilation methods using similar ob-
servations. Improved understanding of these physical mech-
anisms provides insight into the best approaches to improve
the effectiveness of assimilation of SAR data in the future.
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